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Skills 
Strategy 

Brand Positioning  
Brief Development 

Content Strategy 
Digital Strategy 
Social Strategy 

Comms+Media Planning 
 

Research 
Consumer Insights 

Quant+Qual  
Primary+Secondary 

Competitive Analysis 
Brand+Cultural Analysis 

Trendwatching 
Persona Development 

Customer Journey Mapping 
 

Technical 
Facebook Business Manager 

MRI 
Mintel 

Keynote 
Adobe InDesign 

SEO 
Google Adwords 

Qualtrics 

Strategist 
I live to dig up the greatest human need and solve it with a 
user-centric mindset and multichannel driven approach.  

Experience 
Consumer/Content Strategist 
St. John & Partners | Jacksonville, FL | Apr 2017 - Present 
Develop brand and communications strategies based on a key human need or business 
opportunity. Constantly seeking growth opportunities by following the demand, cultural 
trends, and market conditions. Mining for insights through a combination of one-on-one 
interviews, focus groups, surveys, social listening, and even casual conversations. Uniting 
media and creativity to unlock moments of relevance and receptivity that shape behavior in 
an overly distracted world. Holding my team and myself accountable by evaluating the 
effectiveness of past (and current) campaigns to guide future strategies.  
 
Learned that it’s not enough to share your wealth of knowledge. True catalysts 
seek to simplify the complex and clarify the actionable. 
 

Media Strategist 
St. John & Partners | Jacksonville, FL | Oct 2012 - Mar 2017 
Started with the audience – took a 360 degree view of who they are, where they are and 
how they think, feel and act along the customer journey. Used data to pinpoint moments of 
need to deliver the right message, to the right audience, at the right time to evoke action. 
Maintained and stewarded client media budgets to ensure efficiencies and proper placement 
that can both create meaningful connections and tie back to business objectives. Kept a 
close eye on the ever-changing trends in media consumption, technology and content that 
capture the key audience’s attention.  
 
Discovered that impact comes from a combination of data and intuition, and 
conversation vs. disruption.  
 

Account Planning Intern (Florida Lottery Summer Internship) 
St. John & Partners | Jacksonville, FL | Jun 2012 - Aug 2012 
Developed and presented strategy for an all-new product aimed to appeal to the current, 
loyal fan-base as well as ignite curiosity, consideration and trial among a new and highly 
valuable audience for long-term growth – Millennials.  
 
Found that a leader isn’t always the first to speak, but the one to listen, observe 
and prompt key questions that let others realize their potential and allow 
discussions to blossom. 
 

Social Media and SEO Intern 
BreezeGo Marketing | Jacksonville, FL | May 2011 - Aug 2011 
Optimized website exposure by analyzing audience search patterns to direct content 
strategies across owned channels. Continually wrote, designed, edited and maintained 
content using various CMS tools and authoring or scripting languages to align with brand 
visual format and business objectives.  
 
Quickly realized how brands talk about themselves rarely matches how 
consumers talk about their needs.  
 

Education 
Miami Ad School | Astoria, NY | Jun 2017 
Account Planning Bootcamp 
Florida State University | Tallahassee, FL | Aug 2012 
B.S. in Information, Communication and Technology 
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